Review from Wednesday….

- Search where you are most likely to find the information
- Good sites will have effective navigation that you can easily figure out
- Local searches in good sites can quickly find candidate pages
- Search Engines build indexes to assist in searching the web
- When doing a search of two or more words or phrases, specify whether
  - Both words MUST be present: AND, +
  - At least one of the words must be present: OR
  - The word(s) must NOT be present: NOT, -

Take Out A Piece of Paper

- Name the most important room in your house or apartment
- Name three items in that room
- Why did you choose that room?
- Why did you choose one of those items?

The Problems Librarians Face

- The rooms and items you all chose in common are analogous to the easy, obvious topics to organize
- All the items you didn’t choose in common-That’s the hard part of information organization ANYWHERE:
  - On the Web
  - In a Particular Web site
  - In Libraries
  - In Databases
  - Etc.
- It shows the impossibility and inaccuracy of thinking that there is only ONE universal body of knowledge
  - A concept that at one time was the core of organizing information in libraries

What is Truth? Knowledge?

- Truth to you may be fiction to a person in another class, another culture, another city, etc.

- Knowledge?
  - One definition could be:
    - Justified True Belief
Part I
- A title for the website page
- The bogus logo inserted somewhere near the title
- The unmodified image
- Paragraph 1: source of the image and your argument as to why you can alter it
- Paragraph 2: true context of the image (what it really represents, unmodified)
- Paragraph 3: "fictional" context of the image. Explain how you plan to alter it and use it so support the "storyline" of your website

Web Site of Misinformation (part 1)
(Real title to be inserted for Part 2)

Paragraph 1: Source of image and your proof/argument that you are able to modify the image

Paragraph 2: True context of the image

Paragraph 3: How you will modify the image to give credibility to the "story" of your web site

Other sites that authenticate your site
• Link 1 • Link 2 • Link 3